
LAMPONAMI
NAMI Probiotic Drink

NAMI Drink is a lacto-fermented beverage, free of preservatives, sugar, gluten and 
lactose. During the process of traditional natural fermentation, the compounds produced 
by the breaking down of lactic acid help preserve the ingredients related to lactic bacteria. 
Therefore, the final product contains not just organic acids but also strains of lactic 
bacteria (resistant to the acidic environment) and raspberry flavour. 

NAMI Drink is FREE of:
Lactose - Preservatives - Sugar

Alcohol - Gluten
Flavour
During the fermentation process, we added organic raspberries to improve the overall 
flavour of the drink. The taste can be perceived as a little bit acidic but with a fresh twist 
thanks to the millions of lactic acid microorganisms and sweet raspberries.

Dosage
The daily suggested dosage is anywhere between 20 and 50 ml per day, with 30 ml being 
the daily average. Taking higher dosages will not incur in any health related issues but we 
still advise, especially for those who never drunk the drink before, to start off with the 
suggested daily average. Should someone feel like the standard dosage does not yield 
particular results, only then we suggest increasing dosage.
NAMI Drink can be taken pure or diluted in water alike. Nonetheless, it is advised not to 
add any warm liquids as extreme temperatures can kill the majority of the microorganisms 
contained in the drink. 

Ingredients before fermentation
The following ingredients (Sugarcane juice, raspberry juice, microorganisms base, coarse 
salt) are the ones being mixed together before the fermentation process. During 
fermentation, said ingredients are naturally transformed by the microorganisms.

Nutritional Values
Calories: 5kj/l kcal Proteins: 0 g Sugars: 0 g Saturated Fats: 0 g
Fats: 0 g      Sodium: 0,03 g Carbohydrates: 0g Organic Acids: 0,36 g
Fibers: 0 g

Advantages for the digestive system
The bacterias present in lactic acid are resilient to the acidity of our stomach and hence 
survive moving from stomach all the way to our intestine.

Storage Instructions
Always keep at room temperature or cooler even once opened. Keep away from direct 
sunlight or other sources of heat as well as strong electromagnetic fields (e.g. microwave, 
electrical panels).

NAMI Drink is produced in Germany (sold only in 1L glass bottles) on behalf of NAMI 
PROJECT isrl based in Verona, Italy - P. Iva 04575370236


